
Going public with HIV
Q What 4oyou do
A I have been a foreign correspondent based in Bangkok for more than

five years I publish my own commercial travel and entertainment websites
and freelance for other media 1 act and appear in commercials I sing and
write songs and I am an HIV AIDS awareness advocate

Q You have started a campaign to raise greater awareness ofHIV
What is the campaign about and what motivated you to start it

A On Jan 3 2008 1 tested HIV positive It was a shock as I had become
HIV positive decades into the AIDS epidemic completely armed with the
knowledge to protect myself In a moment ofpassion in August 2007 1 made
a poor decision to have unsafe sex Determined to prevent as many people as
possible from making the same mistakes I went public with my story and
ultimately created the The Power To Be Strong HIV Testing Safer Sex
Awareness Campaign The cornerstone of the campaign is a music video sub
titled in more than 20 languages I recently officially launched the campaign
in Malaysia with Bahasa Malaysia and Mandarin subtitles The video is
available for viewing at www Facebook com PowerlbBeStrong Indirectly
the campaign here will also spotlight the lifesaving work of the Kuala
Lumpur based Pink Triangle Foundation www ptftnalaysia org The object
of the whole campaign is to inspire people to take an HIV test and to prac
tise safer sex

Tragically most people who are HIV positive leam they are because they
become ill and seek medical attention way past the point at which medical
interventions could have helped prevent illness to begin with The key is for
people who have HTV to know it stop spreading it and seek early interven
tion and for people who are HIV negative to confirm it and become further
empowered to maintain or even increase their adherence to safer sex prac
tices Now everybody can participate in the fight against HIV AIDS by sim
ply viewing and sharing the music video in the language of their choice

Q Will a song make a difference to a person struggling with HIV
A Yes How many people turn to music in their time ofsorrow How many

listen to love songs when they have a broken heart How many people are
inspired by songs such as The Wind Beneath My Wings Now a song exists to
address the fears and concerns of someone who may have HIV Before I came
to Malaysia I received a message from a Facebook user explain
ing that only two people In the world know he is HIV positive and
he went on to say I listen to your song every morning and it gives
me the strength to face my day

I wrote and recorded the song in 2009 Bruno Brugnano a lead
ing music producer in Thailand produced it with beautiful back
ground vocals by Ayano Kimura and renowned movie and music
video director 0 Nathapon directed the video The song reaches
into the hearts and souls of people and gives them hope The video
is aimed at empowering people worldwide and I would be hon
oured if recording artistes want to record the song in their own
countries and in their own language for their own fans so the
message can reach as many people as possible It is important for
people to know they are not alone in this battle

Many people dealing with HIV feel isolated lonely hopeless
and sometimes suicidal My goal is to be one of the world s biggest
cheerleaders inspiring people to get tested live longer and be
strong

Q How many people are involved in the campaign How
is it funded

A I have volunteered basically full time on the campaign for
two years donating my earnings from journalism acting and web
publishing to support the cause and a small group of key sup
porters have donated money and time to keep the campaign going
The campaign has reached millions of people worldwide and is
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dependent on ongoing donations
Anybody who makes a PayPal donation at this link following

this story will be acknowledged on the official Facebook page at
wwwFacebook com PoweTTtoBeStrong and anyone who wants to
make a major donation may send me a direct message on my page
at www Facebook com Nicholas Snow

Q What did you do on first learning you were fflV posi
tive

A I had unsafe sex which resulted in a severe flu like illness a
few weeks later I went to one of Bangkok s major private hospi
tals and the doctors ruled out the flu Then I found myself sitting
face to face with an infectious disease specialist who explained
that my symptoms could be the result of a recent acute HIV infec
tion I played dumb I did not share that I had recently had unpro
tected sex I left with a scheduled follow up appointment but
never showed up for it I was in denial

Q How did you come to terms with your situation then
A Five months later on Jan 3 2008 1 was confirmed HIV pos

itive at an anonymous testing site One of my new year s resolu
tions was to get tested I still could not believe this had happened
to me L asked myself why did I have unprotected sex The
answers I was depressed at the time and not focused on taking
care ofmyself I was with a sexual partner who said and believed
he was HIV negative I had a false sense of security about remain
ing HIV negative so far into the epidemic None of these are good
reasons but they are human reasons
After months of soul searching I decided it was my moral

responsibility to tell my story to hopefully prevent others from
making the same mistake I become a name and face of HIV in a
part of the world Asia where there are very few HIVpositive peo
ple who self identify at the level of press radio and television
While I am not Asian I have become the most visible openly HIV
positive person in Asia in a way that empowers and inspires not
only Asians but countless people everywhere

Q What are the greatest misconceptions about HIV
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A There are at least three major misconceptions about people
living with HTV First these people for some reason deserve to
have it because of some sort of moral shortcoming Second HIV
only impacts others and it won t happen to me Third one must
be promiscuous to get HIV In fact it takes only one unsafe sexu
al encounter penetrative sex without a condom to transmit HIV
and often people are exposed to HIV by their trusted partner who
is unaware they have the virus Most Malaysians believe that only
intravenous drug users are at risk of HIV when sharing needles
but studies show that 48pc of new HIV cases in Malaysia are
through unprotected sexual contact

Q Your first advice to someone who finds he or she has
HIV

A I would say you have made the best decision in your life to
get tested Knowing will save your life and allow you to protect
your future partners HIV is a death sentence only for people
who don t know they have it and don t seek treatment and ulti
mately get AIDS as a result Aritiretroviral medication is proven
to prevent the onset of AIDS for decades allowing people living
with HIV to stay healthy provided they have access to medication
and take it as directed It is also proven that these medications
dramatically reduce by as much as 98pc an HIV positive person s
ability to transmit the virus to someone else so treatment is pre
vention

Tell us about discrimination a person with HTV faces
There is a tremendous amount of stigma and misunderstand

ing when it comes to HIV It causes people to be rejected by their
friends family and loved ones In many places in the world you
can be fired from your job Ifyou are a foreign worker in Singapore
and in many other countries you will be expelled if they learn you
are HIV positive Also many countries do not allow foreigners
known to have HIV to enter the country as tourists or for work

They can use the government owned media to fight stigma against people
with HIV AIDS and promote testing and safer sex

Q There are religious figures who have claimed only sinners get
HIVandAIDS i
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A I clearly don t agree but regardless ofwhat people think right or wrong
expressions of sexuality may be I think we can all agree that sex happens
It is important to note that many MSM men who have sex with men also
have wives and girlfriends so many women are being infected unknowingly
by their partners i HIV is transmitted by people s behaviour not their identi
ties My goal is to encourage anyone who is going to be sexually active to use
condoms and anyone who has had unprotected sex to have an anonymous
HIV screening at a safe place such as the Pink Triangle Foundation If you
look at the spectrum ofpeople who are living with or are at risk ofHIV they
come from all walks of life The reality is we should show everyone living
with HIV compassion regardless of religious and moral perspectives

Q What Was yourjgfirst reaction to realising you were homosexual
A I prefer the term gay man My coming out as a gay man was very sim

ilar to others overcoming unjust shame and guilt because of what I had
been taught about gay people slowly learning to love and accept myselfjust
as I am and ultimately making a decision to live openly honestly and pow
erfully while hopefully inspiring others to do the same and expressing grat
itude for role models who came before me

Q How has being HIV positive changed your life for the better
A In choosing to go public every day I get to use my life force my cre

ativity to serve other people I have no secrets no fear of people finding out
about my status and no shame I get to live fully and powerfully every day

Q What is the biggest challenge NGOs face in raising awareness
ofHIV

A I don t work for an NGO but I know enough about them to answer the
question There is a dramatic shortage of funding at all levels in the battle
against HIV AIDS The major funding sources both globally and within
countries do not provide core funding to NGOs on the front lines So while
these passionate dedicated individuals are devoting their lives to helping
others they are constantly struggling to get by

American Nicholas Snow

was diagnosed with
HIV four years ago

He talks about his goal
of becoming one of the

world s biggest
cheerleaders for HIV testing and

safer sex and giving
people living with HIV hope
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